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What a week California has had. The predicted mega-storm dumped
over 100″ on some resorts, finally giving Sierra skiers something to
celebrate. The much-needed snowstorm has finally brought some of
those resorts into this list. Welcome to the party!
These are the resorts in North America reporting the DEEPEST
bases so far.
All figures were taken from the resorts’ own webpages at 3 am PT
02/01/21, and where given, the summit measurement is used.
#1 – Mount Baker, WA – 171″; #2 – Summit at Snoqualmie, WA; Mount Seymour, BC – 159″;
#4 – Alyeska, AK – 155″; #5 – Cypress Mountain, BC – 142″; #6 – Grouse Mountain, BC –
131″; #7 – Mammoth Mountain, CA – 130″; #8 – Mount Hood Meadows, OR – 129″; #9 – Mount
Washington Alpine Resort, BC – 128″; #10 – Sasquatch Mountain Resort, BC – 127″; #11 –
Eaglecrest, AK – 118″; #12 – Alpine Meadows, CA – 116″; #13 – Powder King Mountain
Resort, BC – 111″
Alyeska Resort, AK, First North American Resort to
Surpass 400″ Snowfall for the Season
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January 13, 2021 — Posted from SnowBrains
Unbelievable! Alyeska Resort in Alaska has already surpassed
400″ of snowfall for the season, the first resort in North America to
do so. A massive 59″ in the last 72-hours, 29″ in the last 24″, took
them to 462″ as of yesterday. Alyeska is currently reporting a 152″
base.
And there is snow in the forecast right through to the
weekend. Could we see them break 500″ soon? The conditions
are so good, one of our powder chasing editors is packing his
bags and heading up there soon.
Alyeska has exceeded 500″ three times in the last tenyears. In 2015/16 they reported 785″ of snow, in 11/12 733″, and
in 10/11 581″.
Mount Baker ski area, WA, also joined the 400″ club
yesterday. The resort has had 143″ of fresh snow since the turn of
the year. That’s more than resorts in California have had ALLSEASON.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Mary Rose Cook

Happy Groundhog Day!!!!!!
Looks like Punxsutawney Phil saw his
shadow which means six more weeks
of winter. Phil crawled out of his
burrow at Gobbler’s Knob on February
2, saw his shadow and headed back
inside to continue his hibernation. Phil
was quite disappointed that, due to the
pandemic there were not hordes of
people waiting to see him. This year, the first virtual Groundhog
Day, marked the 135th time that Phil has predicted the weather.
I assume it has not been the same Phil for all those years. Bet
you didn’t know that a groundhog, also known as a woodchuck,
is a rodent belonging to the group of large ground squirrels
known as marmots and bet you didn’t care.
Course, more winter weather is great news for skiers.
Hope you have been able to get out the season and hit the
slopes. I have heard from some members who have been
skiing at local resorts. The BSC has a group of skiers, led by
Joe Herbert, ready to head out to Snowbird, Utah for the week
of February 21 through February 28. Hope everyone has a
great time on that trip. The Trips Committee is already working
on the schedule for the 2022 ski season. So far, Jay Peak and
Big Sky, cancelled this year, have been rescheduled for next
year. Stay tuned for details on the rest of the season. Lots of
great trips will be planned.
On Thursday, February 4th, the BSC had a conference
call for its members to dial in and listen to an engaging
conversation with four prominent snow sports industry leaders
discussing this year’s ski season. We had Linda Irvin,
Executive Director for the PA Ski Areas Assoc., Ashley Seier,
Marketing Director for Blue Mountain (PA), Joe Stevens,
Executive Director for West VA Ski Areas Assoc., and Tom
Price Director of Operations at Timberline Mountain (WVA).
Moderating the conversation was Mary Jo Tarallo, past present
of the BSC and Current Contributing Editor for The Snow
Industry Letter. This year’s theme for the ski industry is “Ski
well, Be Well.” In this vein, the speakers emphasized the need
to plan ahead and purchase tickets in advance of your ski day.
The earlier the better for discounts; two weeks in advance was
suggested. Most resorts do not have ticket windows open and
require the advance purchase of “touchless tickets.” And some
resorts, other than Timberline, are reporting sold out dates.
Hope everyone enjoyed the discussion as much as I did. If you
missed it, a recording is posted on baltimoreskiclub.org. Check
it out. Lots of great information you should know before
venturing out on the slopes this year. Thanks to Mary Jo and
LuAnn Snyder for organizing the event. I understand that they
have some other fabulous speakers planned for future
(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)

conversations. Stay tuned for details.
Hoping to be able to get together in person sometime soon to have a BSC meeting. Who
would have ever thought that one year later we would still be in the midst of a pandemic? Our first
meeting will be the annual Shrimp Night which was cancelled in April 2020. Not sure yet when the
rescheduled event will be held. A date will be announced in an upcoming issue of the Schuss.
Hope everyone had a Happy Valentine’s Day and President’s Day. February is just full of
holidays, isn’t it? Oh, and we shouldn’t forget, the holiday of Schuss Editor, Sharon Albaugh’s
birthday, on February 7th. This year’s birthday for her happened to coincide with the Superbowl.
Shame that the Ravens aren’t playing, but I am sure it will be a great game, or at least the
commercials will be. I hear that there won’t be a traditional Budweiser commercial. Wonder if there
will be a M&M’s one, or Snickers – those are always cute.
And speaking of February holidays, Happy Groundhog Day!!!!!! Looks like Punxsutawney
Phil saw his shadow which means six more weeks of winter. No, wait, isn’t that where we started
this message.
The Director’s Forum: Tips for Trips—December, 2020
Hello fellow BSC members, mark your 2022 calendars!



January 29 - February 2 - BRSC Jackson Hole, Sat-Sat
March 6 - March 11 - BRSC Jay Peak, Sun-Fri.

Please check the March or April Schuss for our full 2022 trip schedule.
Feel free to contact me with any questions,
Thanks, Dave
Dave Karczmarek, BSC Trips Director
bscdavek@gmail.com

The Baltimore Ski Club offers our sincere
condolences to the Bortner Family
On January 22, 2021, Mary Frances Williams, passed away peacefully; beloved
wife of the late Robert Williams; devoted mother of John Robert Williams, Mary
Lee Bortner and husband Paul, Gregory Allan Williams and wife Sandy; loving
grandmother of Christina Perry and husband Reid, Paul A. Bortner and
girlfriend Allison Midei, Kylie E. Hopkins and husband Zach, and Julie E.
Williams; great-grandmother of Robert John Perry and a 2nd to arrive soon.
Also survived by many nieces and nephews. Mary was an accomplished tailor,
amazing baker, and a wonderful cook. She was loved by all, had a fantastic
sense of humor, and was generous to everyone. Mary loved to play the slots,
was an amazing homemaker who was devoted to her children, and she and her late husband
Robert found joy in the simple things in life.
Relatives and friends will gather at Schimunek Funeral Home, Inc., 9705 Belair Rd., Nottingham MD
21236, on Tuesday, January 26, 2021, from 4-8 p.m. A Mass of Christian Burial will be celebrated at
The Church of the Annunciation on Wednesday, January 27, 2021, at 10:00 a.m. Interment St.
Stanislaus Cemetery. In lieu of flowers, contributions may be made to: USS LST Ship Memorial,
Inc., 610 NW Riverside Dr., Evansville IN 47708.
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Tree Martinis at Ski Valley
For 60 years, skiers have calmed
their nerves with cocktails hidden
along these slopes.

The legend of the Martini Tree begins in the winter of
1958-1959 at Ski Valley, a resort and school located in
the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, just north of the city of
Taos, New Mexico. During a ski lesson, a woman was
struggling with getting down the slopes due to bad
lighting conditions. After floundering, she lost her
confidence and became too afraid to make it down the
rest of the mountain. To calm her nerves, Ernie Blake,
her teacher and the owner of Ski Valley, sent his son to
retrieve a dry martini, which came in a Spanish porrón,
a glass pitcher with a long spout for easily pouring a
drink into one’s mouth. The woman downed the drink,
overcame her fears, and skied perfectly down the
mountain. Encouraged by the effects of liquid courage,
Blake stationed several porróns around the slopes to
aid anxious skiers.

By 1980, there were a documented four “martini trees”
at Taos, all of which were evergreens that had been demarcated by yellow tape. The porróns were
simply nestled into the snow below. By this time, the word was out. Ski magazine reported on the
school’s unique technique: “One of the elite ski clubs of America is called HAMS, or High Altitude
Martini Skiers.” Membership in HAMS was earned by drinking a martini in an unpressurized
environment, at an altitude of at least 11,000 feet, with at least one limb touching the ground.
Today, martinis are no longer buried in
snow, but the Martini Tree tradition
lives on in a new form. At the
completion of a week-long course at
the Ernie Blake Snowsports School,
students are shepherded into the
woods. There, an instructor grants
them access to a birdhouse-like
lockbox mounted to a tree. Inside,
martinis await everyone over the age
of 21. Today, the resort also employs
someone to check IDs.
Need to Know:
Obviously, exercise caution and
moderation when combining alcohol
with skiing down a mountain.
Reposted from AtlasObscura.com via
Facebook
Reposted from National Ski Council
Federation
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The Few Remaining Single Chairs & Why They’re Rad
By Matt Lorelli
January 21, 2021
The single chair lift is one of the rarest sights at a ski resort today. They might have you
asking, “Why not replace the single chair with a high-speed quad (or a double for that matter) to get
more people up the hill?”
The answer to that question isn’t simple. Single chairs are rooted in nostalgia of skiing’s ‘good ol’
days’, and these ski areas aren’t planning on abandoning that anytime soon. The reduced lift
capacity also means fewer skiers on the slope and lass tracks on a powder day.
Let’s take a look at some of the remaining single chairlifts across the world:
Mad River Glen, VT- Single Chair
Perhaps the most famous chairlift in the world,
Mad River Glen’s Single Chair, has become a
rite-of-passage for skiers in the northeast. The
single chair is the only way to reach MRG’s
summit on General Stark Mountain, and the
MRG Co-Op has no plans of changing that
anytime soon.
The original chair was first used on December
11, 1948. It was the fastest chairlift in the world
(at the time), and immediately cemented MRG
as a ‘top-shelf’ ski area.
The original chair was left mostly unchanged
until 2007. When the new owners (the Co-Op)
were faced with the challenge of restoring the
single chair at a significantly higher price, or
installing a cheaper and more efficient double lift,
they chose the former.
Rather than improve MRG’s uphill capacity, and
change the entire vibe of the mountain, the
owners opted to stick with tradition. Over $1.8m
in donations were collected to fund the
restoration of The Single Chair, and the
legendary chair lives on to this day.
Mt. Eyak Ski Area, AK
The oldest chairlift in operation in all of North
America can be found at Mt. Eyak, and it’s a
single chair! The lift was first used on Bald
Mountain at Sun Valley Resort beginning in
1939.
Mt. Eyak purchased the lift in the 1970’s, and the
towers were installed by US Army helicopters in
1974. The lift gives skiers 800′ of vertical, and
only costs $30/day for adults.
If these chairs could talk, what would they say?

Credit: Mt. Eyak
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Niseko, Japan
Niseko United is home to three single chairlifts, all of which take skiers to the top of Niseko’s inbound terrain. Here’s a breakdown for each of the three single chair lifts at Niseko.
Wonderland Chair A/B

The Wonderland Chairs are actually two individual single
chair lifts that run parallel to each other. They are part of
Niseko Village resort, but can be accessed with a Niseko
United Pass.

King Lift #4

The King Lift is part of the Grand Hirafu resort and brings
skiers to the summit of the resort boundary. Riding the
King Lift on a JAPOW powder day is a truly unique
experience.

Sudelfeld – Bayrischzell
The Schwebelift Bayrischzell is one the few
remaining single chairlifts in the world. The
German ski resort is planning on replacing the lift
with an 8-person gondola in the near future. The
lift provides 1213′ of vertical, and has been in
operation since 1967.
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New Member Benefits for 2020/2021 Season!
 Ski/Snowboard Lesson Rebates
 NASTAR Racing Rebate
 Helmet Rebate
As you know, the Baltimore Ski Club offers several rebate programs for
our members.
This idea was the brainchild of our late member, C. Edward Crawford,
who advocated for the Club to start this benefit program many years ago.
Baltimore is the only local ski club to offer lesson, helmet, and race rebates to its members.
BSC Members are eligible to receive up to $150 in rebates for the 2020/2021 Ski Season whether
skiing with the Club or on your own.
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum

$ 100
$ 30
$ 20
$150

$20 per day for ski lesson per membership number
$5 per day for NASTAR per membership number
New helmet purchase rebate per membership number

REBATE TERMS:
•
•
•
•
•

Limit on lesson rebates up to $100 per BSC membership number per season
Limit on race rebates up $30 per BSC membership number per season
Limit on helmet rebate of $20 per BSC membership number per season
Lessons, Race, and Helmet benefits apply only to current BSC members.
Original Receipt(s) must be included with Rebate Form(s), which are available on the BSC
Website.

Never consider yourself too good a skier for a lesson. Ski lessons are offered for all ages and
abilities - from beginners to advanced skiers.
Please contact Trips Director-Dave Karczmarek with any questions: bscdavek@gmail.com

New rebate benefits are effective December 1st, 2020.
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Big White, BC’s Master Plans Up to
2089
Doubling Lifts, Skiable Terrain, & More
Liam Abbott
January 12, 2021

Big White is known by many as one of the go-to destinations for skiing and snowboarding in British
Columbia and Canada. Its proximity to a Kelowna, family-oriented resort-style, large skiable area,
and year-round operations make it stack up against any other major ski resort. With Big White now
unveiling their master plans until 2089, all of these aspects will only become more true with Big
White submitting a 37-page proposal to the Government of British Columbia, there is a lot to
breakdown. There are nine main sections:
Skiing:
Currently, Big White offers 16 lifts servicing 119 designated trails on 1500 acres (607 hectares) of
skiable terrain with a total uphill capacity of 28,700 skiers per hour. They also offer the largest night
skiing terrain in western Canada, with 38 acres (15 hectares) of lit-up terrain. In the proposal
submitted to the Government of British Columbia, Big White proposes increasing the number of lifts
they have from 16 to 25 by adding two new double chairs, nine new fixed quads, nine high-speed
detachable quads, a new eight-person gondola, and one new pulse gondola. These new lifts will
bump the 1500 acres of skiable terrain to 2523 acres (1021 hectares), almost doubling it. All in all,
these new ski expansions will increase Big White’s comfortable carrying capacity (CCC) by over
200%, from 9,390 people to 25,624 per day.
Lack of Diversity in Ski Runs:
Big White has acknowledged that one of the biggest current problems with their ski resort is the lack
of terrain diversity. Currently, Big White comprises of 18% beginner runs (greens), 54% intermediate
(blues), 22% expert (blacks), and only 6% extreme (double blacks). This is great for families, but as
Big White continues to expand, they want to appeal to all skiers types. Within the new expansion,
Big White is aiming to expand more on difficult and expert terrain.
Other Winter Activities:
Big White plans to expand its ski operations in the winter and a variety of other winter activities. For
example, Big White plans on increasing Nordic skiing (cross-country skiing) capacity by 300%, add
50% carrying capacity to ice skating, doubling the capacity of snowmobiling, while also introducing
ziplining, fat biking, spas, an alpine coaster, winter camping, and horseback riding (equestrian).
Summer Activities:
In 2017, Big White opened its lift-serviced mountain bike trails, and since then, they have been
expanding them each year. In their 2089 master plan, Big White plans to continue this expansion
with mountain biking and a variety of other summer activities.
Big White also plans on building two new 18-hole golf courses, one based in Happy Valley and the
other one in East Peak Village Base. The Happy Valley golf course would incorporate the use of
Lara’s Gondola to return players to the village at the end of the course.
Village Expansion:
One of the most important stats that Big White currently has is that 100% of their overnight
accommodations are considered ski-in, ski-out. In comparison, Whistler’s is only 20%. Big White has
stated that even as the resort continues to expand, they want to keep 100% of their ski-in, ski-out
accommodations.
Big White is currently requesting for approval of an additional 20,600-bed unit, which would almost
double the current amount of bed units to 44,555. In addition to the expansion of overnight
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accommodation, Big White plans to double ski-related spaces (ski school, ski rental, lodges, & other
ski-related facilities) from 215,133 square feet (19,986 square meters) to 485,965 square feet
(45,147 square meters). Big White has also acknowledged that they will need to transform their ski
village into an actual fully functioning town with such a large expansion. This means adding essential
services such as a grocery store, liquor store, post office, hardware store, theatre, and other
essential retailers.
Besides adding essential services, Big White also plans to expand tourist-oriented businesses such
as restaurants, bars, cafes, sporting goods stores, and specialty stores. All of these new buildings
will be built to have the current Lower Village as the town center.
Short-Term Goals:
2089 is a long time away, and the reality is most people reading this article won’t be skiing by that
point in time. Big White has outlined some of the short-term goals within the outlined proposal they
want to see complete.
These include:
Obtain all high-level approvals for development.
Improve the existing on-mountain and base area facilities.
Expand summer operations.
Develop the East Peak as a Cat Skiing operation.
Working with the Local Indigenous People & Environmental Impact:
One of the first things Big White said in their proposal was how they have and will continue to work
closely with the local indigenous group, the Westbank First Nation, on making sure the plans and
proposals are okay with them and that they will not only benefit the resort itself but the people who
live there.
When it comes to environmental impacts, Big White has taken this opportunity to do several
environmental studies, which concluded that “climate, geology, and vegetation did not present any
obvious constraints to development” (Big White Ski Resort Draft Master Plan, October 2020
Edition). Nevertheless, Big White has committed to expanding in an environmentally cautious and
sustainable way.
Interactive Model:
If you are still curious about learning more about Big White’s new plans, I would highly recommend
checking out the interactive model Big White has put together. It lets you explore the ski resort and
what they plan to do in a comprehensive 3D model.
Conclusion:
Big White may not be the biggest or most extreme resort in the Rockies, but it sure is fun. This
family-oriented all-season resort is only going to continue to improve, offering more facilities and
activities to fit anyone’s needs. If everything in this proposal is complete, Big White’s Comfortable
Carrying Capacity (CCC) will increase to 25,624 skiers per day, with an additional 4,151 guests per
day for other various activities bringing their total daily winter capacity to 31,825!
While working with local indigenous groups and making sure they expand in a sustainable and ecofriendly way, Big White will serve as a hallmark of skiing in North America.
What are your thoughts on these plans? Is Big White biting off more than they can chew, or are
these changes a sign of a strive towards a better resort community? Please let us know!
Posted from SnowBrains
For more info, maps, graphics, etc. go to:
https://skifederation.org/big-white-bcs-master-plans-up-to-2089/

Has any BSC member been to Big White? Let us know your impression of the
resort and the skiing.
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Social Media Buzz
Are you having fun this winter in the virtual world of social media? Our Club’s Facebook members
have been very actively sharing information. So, here’s a suggestion if you haven’t checked your
Facebook account settings lately. There is a very easy step-by-step tutorial to guide you through
the process. Simply go to your Facebook Account "Settings and Privacy". Then select “Privacy
Checkup”. Look for these 5 graphics to schuss you along. It’s as easy as a groomed green circle
trail.

Your Ad preferences on
Facebook

BSC Trips Cancellation Policy
1.The Club does not intend to unduly penalize a trip participant who cancels from a BSC trip. However, other trip
participants should not have to incur additional costs due to your cancellation.
2.Deposits and payments made toward the trip reservations being cancelled will be held until such time as a determination can be made that the Club or trip participants will not incur additional expense due to non-recoverable
costs.
3.Non-recoverable costs are defined as those that are associated with the trip that due to contractual obligations
cannot be recovered when the individual cancels his/her trip. Non-recoverable also include those costs associated with replacing a person or persons on a trip (i.e., name change charges on airline tickets, etc.) Refunds, if
any, will be made based on the non-recoverable involved plus a cancellation fee. Cancellation costs will not
exceed the cost of the trip. Club cancellation fee will be dropped if non-recoverable costs exceed 50% of the
trip cost.
4.Replacement of a trip participant by a trip participant is strictly prohibited. Only the Trip Leader or Assistant Trip
Leader can replace a trip participant who is unable to go on the trip. The canceling trip participant may suggest
a replacement candidate to the trip leader or assistant trip leader, however the canceling trip participant is responsible for the cancellation fee (if applicable) and any non-recoverable costs.
5.Be sure to know the cancellation dates in relation to the trip you select so that you can avoid monetary losses.
The following cancellation policy in is effect in relation to BSC trips.
Multi-Day Bus, Carpool or Flight trips: NR=Non-recoverable costs

•More than 125 days before departure
•More than 110 days before departure
•More than 80 days before departure
•80 days or less before departure

$0 + NR
$10 or NR (whichever is greater)
$25 or NR (whichever is greater)
$35 or NR (whichever is greater)
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BALTIMORE SKI CLUB, INC.
The Baltimore Ski Club is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to the promotion and advancement
of skiing, ski improvement, competition and social activities.

Organization - The management of the BSC is
vested in the Executive Council which consists
of the President, Vice President, Treasurer,
Corresponding Secretary, Recording Secretary
and six Directors (see inside cover for list).
Activities - The BSC offers weekend and week
long trips to Eastern, Western and European
Destinations. Club activities throughout the
year include a variety of social activities. Check
our social media pages
Meetings - BSC meetings are held the 2nd
Wednesday of each month.
Formal meetings are held Sep—Apr at
NEW LOCATION
Contract being finalized
Informal meetings are held May - Aug. at
Waiting for Bars to reopen

Membership Information
Annual
DUES
FAMILY
INDIVIDUAL

All
MEMBERS
$55
$38

Send all Schuss newsletter materials to:
Sharon Albaugh
3420 Cornwall Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21222-6033
E-mail: schusseditor1@verizon.net
All Schuss Material must be received by the 3rd
Friday of each month and may be edited.
Small classified ads for the sale/purchase of
equipment or rental of property will be placed at
no charge to members on a space available
basis. Requests to repeat ads must be made
monthly.

Jules "Todd" Axelrod, CRCP
Vice President
Senior Financial Advisor

Merrill Lynch Wealth Management
MD5-031-03-02, 11333 McCormick Rd, 3rd Floor
Hunt Valley, MD 21031
Tel: 410 527 7762 | Fax: 410 702 4477
jules.axelrod@ml.com
www.fa.ml.com/todd.axelrod

THE MARYLAND INSURANCE
NETWORK

EAT WELL. BE WELL

BUSINESS & PERSONAL INSURANCE SERCHRISTIAN H. ROSE, CPCU, ChFC
20 BLONDELL CT
TIMONIUM, MARYLAND 21093
410-236-9260

chrisrose20@gmail.com

SUSAN E. SEIFERT
Integrative Nutrition Health Coach
410-371-1996
susanseifert@gmail.com
SUSANESEIFERT.com

3420 Cornwall Road
Baltimore, MD 21222-6033

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

DATED MATERIAL

Your Club for Year ’Round FUN!

Find us on:
Facebook
Meetup
Instagram
We’re on the WEB too!
www.baltimoreskiclub.org
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